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Trump hears pitch for gun bill

Push for recall of Parliament

Heat, wind raise bushfire risk

Senators pushing to require background
checks for private gun sales have made
a fresh pitch to President Donald Trump
as part of an effort to break the gridlock
over legislation to curb gun violence. GOP
Senator Patrick Toomey of Pennsylvania
and Democrats Joe Manchin of West
Virginia and Chris Murphy of Connecticut
said the president was engaged and
encouraging, with Toomey saying Trump
had a strong “interest in doing something
meaningful” to prevent gun violence.

Prime Minister Boris Johnson has faced
renewed pressure to recall Parliament
after he was forced to reveal a no-deal
Brexit could trigger medical shortages,
food price rises and major cross-channel
trade delays.The opposition seized on
the release of Operation Yellowhammer
assessments of the impact of leaving
the EU without an agreement to insist
MPs return to Westminster. It came after
Scottish judges branded the suspension
of Parliament “unlawful”.

Queensland’s premier has jetted back to
her fire-ravaged state with a warning of
worsening weather conditions that could
plunge the state back into a bushfire
crisis. Annastacia Palaszczuk urged
everyone in the state to heed the advice
of emergency personnel, especially over
the weekend when winds pick up and
temperatures rise to five to eight degrees
hotter than usual. She visited officials, fire
crews and volunteers in Peregian on the
Sunshine Coast.
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Stability probed after ship flip

Call for proof on Brexit talks

PM heard allegations ‘this week’

As authorities try to answer why a cargo
ship carrying 4200 vehicles overturned
on the Georgia coast, maritime experts
say investigators will be looking for
shifting cargo or other problems that
upset the giant vessel’s balance enough
to make it fall onto its side. The US
Coast Guard is leading the investigation
into what caused the South Korean
ship Golden Ray to capsize soon after it
departed the Port of Brunswick, about 70
miles (112km) south of Savannah.

The UK Government has been urged to
provide “cast-iron proof” it is still pursuing
a Brexit deal. Ahead of a Joint Ministerial
Committee meeting in London, Scotland’s
Constitutional Relations Secretary Mike
Russell called for evidence that progress
is being made in talks with the EU. The
UK is scheduled to depart the EU on
October 31 but opposition MPs have
been working to prevent a no-deal
outcome.

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has
held a last minute press conference at
Parliament as the pressure mounts over
Labour Party misconduct allegations.
Ardern is still facing questions about
the handling of the allegations against
a party staffer based at Parliament,
after yesterday’s sudden resignation of
the party President Nigel Haworth. She
reiterated that Monday was the first time
she had seen evidence a complaint had
been taken to the party.
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Karaoke used as protest weapon

Polish parliament takes break

Aussies languish in Iranian jail

Thousands of Hong Kong people belted
out a new protest song in karaoke-style
at shopping malls in the latest act of
resistance that highlighted the creativity
of demonstrators in their months-long
fight for democratic freedoms in the
semi-autonomous Chinese territory.
Activists and ordinary citizens sang “Glory
to Hong Kong” at several malls for a third
straight night in a respite from recent
violence clashes. More protests are
expected this weekend.

Poland’s parliament is taking an
unprecedented recess until after the
October 13 general election on a
proposal from the ruling party that has
raised questions about its intentions. The
last session of the outgoing parliament
included a no-confidence vote on Justice
Minister Zbigniew Ziobro, which he
survived handily. It the first time under
democracy that Poland’s outgoing
lawmakers will have convened after an
election.

A globetrotting young Australian couple
have been locked up in an Iranian
prison for flying a drone without a
licence. Mark Finkin and Jolie King are in
Tehran’s notorious Evin jail, along with
an Australian-British university lecturer
who has spent months detained there
on a separate matter. Finkin and King
have travelled the world for more than
two years, documenting their adventures
on social media but about 10 weeks ago
their regular updates dried up.
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Gaza war inevitable – Netanyahu

Conscripts hurt avoiding reindeer

National to appeal over ad ban

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu says continued rocket fire
from Gaza is making another war against
militants in the coastal strip inevitable, his
latest headline-grabbing announcement
just days before he seeks re-election
in a nationwide vote. Netanyahu said
advanced plans were in place to strike
Gaza and that he would decide the
optimal timing of the offensive, given the
Gaza Hamas rulers’ unwillingness to stop
the daily barrages.

Finland’s defence department says
12 military conscripts ended up in the
hospital after an armoured personnel
carrier tried to avert a crash with a
reindeer and was hit by a second vehicle.
The Finnish Defence Forces said five
of the injured recruits remained under
observation. The rest returned to training
after the crash in Finland’s Lapland
region. Reindeer wander the vast region
in northern Finland, and herders tend to
as many as 200 000 animals.

National has been told to pull one of
its online ads attacking Labour’s car tax
after the advertising watchdog ruled it
was likely to “confuse or deceive” the
public. But the Opposition party said it
“strongly disagrees” with the Advertising
Standards Authority (ASA) and would
appeal the decision. The advertisement
in question is one of a barrage of attack
ads that National has rolled out targeting
the government’s proposed “feebate”
scheme and fuel efficiency standards.
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The overturned Golden Ray. – AP

NORTH AMERICA

NORTH AMERICA

Trump hears pitch
for gun bill

Stability of cargo probed
after ship flip

Senators pushing to require background checks for
private gun sales have made a fresh pitch to President
Donald Trump as part of an effort to break the gridlock
over legislation to curb gun violence.

As authorities try to answer why a cargo ship carrying
4200 vehicles overturned on the Georgia coast, maritime
experts say investigators will be looking for shifting
cargo or other problems that upset the giant vessel’s
balance enough to make it fall onto its side.

GOP Senator Patrick Toomey of Pennsylvania and Democrats
Joe Manchin of West Virginia and Chris Murphy of Connecticut
cautioned they did not win Trump’s endorsement of their
background-check bill during their 40-minute phone
conversation. But they depicted the president as engaged and
encouraging, with Toomey saying Trump had a strong “interest
in doing something meaningful” to prevent gun violence.
The outreach was the latest effort to try to traverse yet
another impasse on gun-control legislation. With Congress
back in session this week, Republicans and Democrats have
been pointing fingers, with Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell accusing Democrats of engaging in “theatrics”, and
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi warning “people are dying” while
Senate Republicans refuse to act.
Meanwhile, all sides are waiting on the White House and
clear guidance from Trump on what he might support.
White House officials, lawmakers and Hill staff have held
frequent meetings to discuss options aimed at curbing gun
violence after a pair of shootings in El Paso, Texas, and Dayton,
Ohio, that left more than 30 people dead over an August
weekend. A recent shooting rampage in West Texas killed at
least seven people.
Speaking in the Oval Office shortly after the call, Trump said
he and lawmakers were “working very, very hard together” and
“seeing if we can come up with something that’s acceptable to
everybody”, but offered few clues about what he was willing to
back, even as he insisted progress was “being made”.
“We’re looking at background checks and we’re looking at
putting everything together in a unified way so that we can
have something that’s meaningful,” he said. “At the same time,
all of us want to protect our great Second Amendment. It’s very
important to all of us.” ■

The US Coast Guard is leading the investigation into what
caused the South Korean ship Golden Ray to capsize soon after
it departed the Port of Brunswick, about 70 miles (112km)
south of Savannah.
The ship’s pilot and 23 crew members were all safely
rescued, including four men trapped for 36 hours before they
could be extracted through a hole drilled into the hull.
Measuring 656 feet (199m) long and 83 feet (25m) wide,
the Golden Ray is roughly the size of a 70-floor office building.
Keeping those ships upright requires a balancing act that
involves distributing the weight of its cargo and fuel as well as
water in the ship’s ballast tanks, which fill to add weight and
help lower a vessel’s center of gravity.
“There’s a lot of different things that could have happened
here,” said Jim Staples, who worked 17 years as a captain
aboard vehicle carriers similar to the Golden Ray and is now
a maritime consultant. “We definitely know there’s a stability
problem with the ship somewhere.”
Staples said investigators would be asking whether vehicles
in the cargo decks may have shifted and upset the ship’s
balance, and whether they were lashed down properly. Were
the ballast tanks holding enough weight to keep the vessel
steady? Staples said crews sometimes waited to fill ballast
tanks until they reached open seas to keep muddy water and
marine animals from getting sucked into the tanks.
Coast Guard officials have declined to say what might
have caused the Golden Ray to flip onto its side. The National
Transportation Safety board has assigned investigators to
assist them. ■
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British Prime Minister Boris Johnson. – AP

Amber Rudd’s resignation letter sparked concern among other MPs. – AP

UK

UK

Push for Boris to
recall Parliament

Call for proof Brexit talks
with EU remain ongoing

Prime Minister Boris Johnson has faced renewed pressure
to recall Parliament after he was forced to reveal that a
no-deal Brexit could trigger medical shortages, food price
rises and major cross-channel trade delays.

The UK Government has been urged to provide “cast-iron
proof” it is still pursuing a Brexit deal.
Ahead of a Joint Ministerial Committee meeting in London,
Scotland’s Constitutional Relations Secretary Mike Russell
called for evidence that progress is being made in talks with
the EU.
The UK is scheduled to depart the EU on October 31 but
opposition MPs have been working to prevent a no-deal
outcome.
Speaking before the meeting, Russell said: “In her resignation
letter, the former Secretary of State for Work and Pensions,
Amber Rudd, made the very serious allegation that leaving
the EU with a deal is no longer the UK Government’s main
objective.
“We now need cast-iron proof that the UK Government is not
pursuing a no-deal outcome.
“I will be very interested to hear any evidence from the UK
Government of the progress of their talks with the EU, their
quantity and quality, what position it took in these talks, and
whether any substantial progress has been made.”
“This meeting will also be an opportunity to underline our
grave concern about the lack of information being shared with
us under the UK Government’s ‘no deal’ planning structures.
“I will also be making it crystal clear that the Scottish
Government stands against any form of Brexit and is firmly
in opposition to a calamitous no-deal Brexit, under any
circumstances.”
Speaking ahead of the JMC meeting, Chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster Michael Gove said: “The UK Government is
working energetically so that we can leave the EU with a deal
on October 31, though any deal will require movement from
the EU.
“Our preparations for leaving, with or without a deal, have
been accelerated over the past couple of months and we have
been working closely with the devolved administrations to
ensure that all parts of the UK are ready to leave the EU.” ■

The opposition seized on the release of Operation
Yellowhammer assessments of the impact of leaving the EU
without an agreement to insist MPs return to Westminster.
It came after Scottish judges branded the suspension of
Parliament “unlawful”.
While releasing analysis on impacts of no deal, the
government refused to comply with a similar Commons
demand to make public personal messages from special
advisers regarding the controversial five-week prorogation of
Parliament.
Shadow Brexit secretary Sir Keir Starmer said: “These
documents confirm the severe risks of a no-deal Brexit, which
Labour has worked so hard to block.
“It is also now more important than ever that Parliament
is recalled and has the opportunity to scrutinise these
documents and take all steps necessary to stop no-deal.”
The “reasonable worst-case planning assessments” of a nodeal exit, which were released at the demand of MPs, showed
major hold-ups at channel ports could occur, along with
“significant” electricity price rises and a return to a hard border
in Northern Ireland.
On food, the document warned some fresh supplies would
decrease and that “critical dependencies for the food chain”
such as key ingredients “may be in shorter supply”.
It said these factors would not lead to overall food shortages
“but will reduce the availability and choice of products and will
increase price, which could impact vulnerable groups”.
The document also said: “Low-income groups will be
disproportionately affected by any price rises in food and fuel.”
The analysis said the flow of cross-Channel goods could
be reduced to 40 per cent of current rates on day one, with
“significant disruption lasting up to six months”. ■
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Queensland bushland smoulders after a bushfire. – AAP

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern. – AP
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Heat and wind raise
bushfire risk again

Ardern only learned of
allegations ‘this week’

Queensland’s premier has jetted back to her fire-ravaged
state with a warning of worsening weather conditions
that could plunge the state back into a bushfire crisis.

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern has held a last minute
press conference at Parliament as the pressure mounts
over Labour Party misconduct allegations.

Annastacia Palaszczuk urged everyone in the state to heed the
advice of emergency personnel, especially over the weekend
when winds pick up and temperatures rise to five to eight
degrees hotter than usual.
She returned early from an overseas mission on Thursday,
and she visited officials, fire crews and volunteers in Peregian
on the Sunshine Coast.
Thousands fled their homes there after a fire became a
raging inferno that sent glowing embers hundreds of metres
ahead of the fire front, threatening everything in its way.
An elderly woman lost her home and others who were
evacuated returned on Thursday to find their verandahs,
fences and gardens charred.
Conditions had eased but authorities were still scrambling in
high fire-danger conditions to contain dozens of blazes before
temperatures spiked again.
The premier said winds were expected to pick up over the
weekend, and from Monday to Wednesday temperatures in
half of the state would be hotter than the average.
“Now what that means is very dry conditions, roughly up to
half of the state,” she warned.
Authorities say there is an element of survivor’s guilt in parts
of the hinterland, where some homes were razed while others
are untouched.
“The sad reality is, the topography played a key part in that
selection process if you like, about where the impact was most
severe,” Scenic Rim mayor Greg Christensen said.
“Tragedy comes and goes in life.
“How it affects us is determined by how much we can focus
on the joy inside of us being greater than that which is affecting
us from the outside.”
Fresh fire crews were expected to arrive on Thursday to
relieve fatigued firefighters on Friday. ■

Ardern is still facing questions about the handling of the
allegations against a party staffer based at Parliament, after
yesterday’s sudden resignation of the party President Nigel
Haworth.
She reiterated that Monday was the first time she had seen
evidence a complaint had been taken to the party.
On Wednesday she saw emails that confirmed in her mind
that harm had been caused to the complainants through the
process, she said.
“Monday was the first time that I saw details … that they’d
taken a complaint to the Labour Party. That was the first time,’’
she said.
Five weeks ago when media first reported the allegations,
Ardern said she sought assurances from the Labour Party.
She said she was told by the party that “no complainant had
come to them’.
But on Monday there was a counter-claim, which Ardern said
she was now acting on.
Ardern said her offer to meet with the complainants
stands, and her office had extended that invitation through
third parties.
She said it was not a time-limited offer.
Labour Party president Nigel Haworth stepped down
yesterday after a conversation with Ardern.
“I’ve come to the conclusion that regardless of the outcome
of the appeal process into complaints about a Party member,
fresh leadership will be required to take forward any
recommendations from that process,” he said. ■
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Activists sing the protest song at a shopping mall in Hong Kong. – AP

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu speaks in Tel Aviv. – AP
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Protesters use karaoke
as latest weapon

Gaza war inevitable,
declares Netanyahu

Thousands of Hong Kong people belted out a new
protest song karaoke-style at shopping malls in the
latest act of resistance that highlighted the creativity of
demonstrators in their months-long fight for democratic
freedoms in the semi-autonomous Chinese territory.

Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu says
continued rocket fire from Gaza is making another war
against militants in the coastal strip inevitable, his latest
headline-grabbing announcement just days before he
seeks re-election in a nationwide vote.

Activists and ordinary citizens sang “Glory to Hong Kong” at
several malls for a third straight night in a respite from recent
violence clashes. More protests are expected this weekend,
though police have banned one planned rally, citing safety
concerns.
The protesters have adopted the song, penned
anonymously, as their anthem. The lyrics reflect protesters’ vow
not to surrender despite a government concession to axe an
extradition bill that sparked the summer of unrest.
At the New Town Plaza in Sha Tin district, some 2000 people
spread across several floors chanted slogans before breaking
out into song in an emotional scene, with some crying with
their hands to their hearts while others lifted their hands in
the air. Many referred to lyrics on their phone as they sang a
cappella.
The crowd included families with young children, students
and senior citizens, many of them not wearing masks, the usual
attire of protesters. The busy mall is linked to a subway station
where police fired tear gas last weekend after protesters
vandalized the station.
Local media showed singing taking place in at least four
other malls, as well as in some spots including outside a
subway station. The South China Morning Post said participants
responded to online calls to gather and sing. Police were
absent and the gatherings dispersed peacefully.
The song has been sung at almost every protest since it
emerged on August 31, including during a World Cup qualifier
match this week with Iran where Hong Kong soccer fans booed
at the Chinese national anthem before kick-off.
The sing-alongs have boosted protesters’ morale and
highlighted their creativity. ■

Netanyahu said advanced plans were in place to strike Gaza
and that he would decide the optimal timing of the offensive,
given the Gaza Hamas rulers’ unwillingness to stop the daily
barrages.
The Israeli military has responded to the attacks with limited
strikes against Hamas installations that have caused no
casualties and little damage, and has refrained from risking a
larger conflagration on the eve of Israelis heading to the polls.
The Israeli leader has been criticized for failing to respond
harshly to the rockets, which have been frequently sending
residents of southern Israel scurrying for cover. Netanyahu,
who counts on the working-class, Gaza border towns as part
of his electoral base, was himself whisked away by bodyguards
from a campaign event on Tuesday when Palestinian militants
fired rockets toward the area where he was.
Israel withdrew from the Gaza Strip in 2005 and Hamas
militants overtook the territory by force two years later. Israel
and Hamas have fought three wars and engaged in several
other rounds of violence over the past decade.
“I do not wage war unless it is a last resort and I don’t risk
the lives of our soldiers and citizens just to get applause,”
Netanyahu said in an interview with Kan Reshet Bet Radio. “We
will probably have no choice but to set out on a big campaign,
a war against the terror forces in Gaza.”
“I won’t start it one minute before we are ready, and we are
preparing for a ‘different war’,” he added, shortly before flying
to Russia for a meeting with President Vladimir Putin.
It was Netanyahu’s first major interview to a mainstream
media outlet in a frenetic campaign in which he has been
dictating the agenda with a dizzying array of maneuvers. ■
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A Polish lawmaker addresses an almost-empty lower house. – AP

– AP
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Polish parliament takes
unprecedented break

Conscripts injured
avoiding reindeer

Poland’s parliament is taking an unprecedented recess
until after the October 13 general election on a proposal
from the ruling party that has raised questions about its
intentions.

Finland’s defence department says 12 military conscripts
ended up in the hospital after an armoured personnel
carrier tried to avert a crach with a reindeer and was hit
by a second vehicle.

The last session of the outgoing parliament included a noconfidence vote on Justice Minister Zbigniew Ziobro, which he
survived handily.
Parliament is recessing until October 15 – the first time
under democracy that Poland’s outgoing lawmakers will have
convened after an election.
The ruling Law and Justice party has argued the recess
aimed to give lawmakers more campaign time, but the
opposition suspects the ruling party is planning political moves
after the election – such as passing unpopular laws that could
have turned off voters if they were done before the ballot.
Law and Justice has insisted no changes or additions would
be made to the parliamentary schedule. ■

The Finnish Defence Forces said five of the injured recruits
remained under observation. The rest had returned to training
after the crash in Finland’s Lapland region.
Reindeer wander the vast, deserted region in northern
Finland, and herders tend to as many as 200 000 animals.
Thousands of the roaming caribou are killed by vehicles.
Finnish herders paint reindeer antlers in fluorescent colours,
hang reflectors around the animals’ antlers and use movable
traffic signs to reduce some of the road deaths. ■
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Perth residents Jolie King, left, and Mark Firkin. – AAP

Simon Bridges. – RNZ / Ana Tovey
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Aussie couple languish
in Iranian jail

National to appeal over
car tax ad ban

A globetrotting young Australian couple have been
locked up in an Iranian prison for flying a drone without
a licence.

National has been told to pull one of its online ads
attacking Labour’s car tax after the advertising watchdog
ruled it was likely to “confuse or deceive” the public.

Mark Finkin and Jolie King are in Tehran’s notorious Evin jail,
along with an Australian-British university lecturer who has
spent months detained there on a separate matter.
Finkin and King have travelled the world for more than two
years, documenting their adventures on social media.
But followers sounded the alarm about 10 weeks ago after
their regular updates dried up.
Their intrepid travels had taken a dark turn, with the young
couple thrown behind bars.
The Perth couple’s families have now spoken publicly for the
first time.
“Our families hope to see Mark and Jolie safely home as soon
as possible,” they said.
“We have no further comment to make at this stage and ask
that the media respects our privacy at this difficult time.”
Drone use with a permit is allowed in Iran, but there are
strict conditions.
People must not fly drones over people or large crowds, over
the city of Tehran, or over sensitive areas.
Flying a drone without a permit in Iran is punishable by six
months in prison followed by immediate deportation.
The lecturer has been imprisoned for several months and
has reportedly been given a 10-year prison sentence.
While the allegations against her remained unclear, such
penalties are routinely given in Iran for spying charges.
The notorious Evin prison is where Iran holds its political
prisoners and has a reputation for being the scene of various
human rights abuses.
Foreign Minister Marise Payne said the detainment of the
three Australians was a matter of deep concern.
Payne has met with her Iranian counterpart several times to
press for their release, as recently as last week. ■

But the Opposition party told RNZ it “strongly disagrees” with
the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) and would appeal
the decision.
The advertisement in question was part of a barrage
of attack ads that National has rolled out on social media
targeting the government’s proposed “feebate” scheme and
fuel efficiency standards.
The post – published on the party’s Facebook page in July
– accused the government of imposing a $6000 “car tax” and
linked to a related press release from leader Simon Bridges.
The graphic was accompanied by text stating: “What hope
does an ordinary Kiwi have for getting some relief from taxes
and costs if the people running the government think $6000 is
a small fee?”
It prompted two complaints from members of the public
who argued the statement was “misleading or deceptive” as
the policy stated the largest fee to be imposed was $3000 and
only applied to a “very small number” of “the most gas guzzling”
vehicles.
The ASA upheld the charges in late August and requested
the post be removed, ruling that it was “likely to confuse or
deceive consumers”.
Responding to the complaints, National doubled-down on
its claim and said the point of the ad was to “draw the viewers’
attention to the (policy’s) negative effect”.
National said the linked press release put the $6000 figure
in context and included the method and workings used to
calculate the cost.
But the ASA complaints board said the proof provided by
National was “insufficient” for the level of its “very specific
claim”. ■
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